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ABSTRACT 

 
In the event of a radiological accident or attack, it is important to estimate the organ 

doses to those exposed. In general, it is difficult to measure organ dose directly in the field and 

therefore dose conversion coefficients (DCC) are needed to convert measurable values such as 

air kerma to organ dose. Previous work on these coefficients has been conducted mainly for 

adults with a focus on radiation protection workers. Hence, there is a large gap in the literature 

for pediatric values. This study coupled a Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) code with 

International Council of Radiological Protection (ICRP)-adopted University of Florida and 

National Cancer Institute pediatric reference phantoms to calculate a comprehensive list of dose 

conversion coefficients (mGy/mGy) to convert air-kerma to organ dose. Parameters included ten 

phantoms (newborn, 1-year, 5-year, 10-year, 15-year old male and female), 28 organs over 33 

energies between 0.01 and 20 MeV in six (6) irradiation geometries relevant to a child who 

might be exposed to a radiological release: anterior-posterior (AP), posterior-anterior (PA), right-

lateral (RLAT), left-lateral (LLAT), rotational (ROT), and isotropic (ISO). Dose conversion 

coefficients to the red bone marrow over 36 skeletal sites were also calculated. It was 

hypothesized that the pediatric organ dose conversion coefficients would follow similar trends to 

the published adult values as dictated by human anatomy, but be of a higher magnitude. It was 

found that while the pediatric coefficients did yield similar patterns to that of the adult 
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coefficients, depending on the organ and irradiation geometry, the pediatric values could be 

lower or higher than that of the adult coefficients.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the event of an incident resulting in a radiological release, such as the Fukushima-

Daiichi accident in March of 2011 or a terrorist attack with a dirty bomb, organ dose calculations 

are vital to determining potential health consequences, to all exposed persons, including but not 

limited to the general public, radiation workers, and emergency responders.  

Unfortunately, the desired quantity, mean absorbed organ or effective dose, generally 

cannot be measured directly in the field. Instead, the desired quantity must be calculated using a 

conversion coefficient to multiply by a measurable quantity such as air kerma. Kerma stands for 

“kinetic energy released per unit mass”. It differs from absorbed dose because energy from 

radiation can escape absorbing medium, in this case a human organ. This potential energy loss 

cannot be accounted for with typical field instrumentation. The dose conversion coefficient 

(DCC) is a function of incident particle energy, organ, and irradiation geometry direction.  

To date, ICRP has issued four publications on dose conversion coefficients: ICRP 21 

(1973), 51 (1987), 74 (1996), and 116 (2010). In earlier publications before ICRP 116, dose 

conversion coefficients were tabulated using stylized phantoms. In ICRP 116, the newer adult 

reference voxel phantoms, published in ICRP 110 in 2009, were used to tabulate the coefficients. 

However, in each of the publications, the focus has been on adults, with a special emphasis on 

radiation protection workers. ICRP has not published organ dose conversion coefficient data for 

pediatric phantoms. Previous organ dose conversion coefficients have been tabulated for children 

(Yamaguchi et al (1994), Chou et al (2003)) but mainly only for the first generation, stylized 

phantoms. This lack of data for the more realistic voxel phantoms combined with the notion that 
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children are at greater risk from radiation exposure (BEIR, 2005) highlights the need to tabulate 

the organ dose conversion coefficients for minors. 

This study was intended to calculate a comprehensive list of organ dose conversion 

coefficients for external photon irradiation geometries using a series of pediatric hybrid 

phantoms coupled with a Monte Carlo transport technique. The study is a project under the 

Radiation Epidemiology Branch (REB) in the Division of Cancer Epidemiology & Genetics 

(DCEG) at the National Cancer Institute (NCI) is funded under the National Institute of Allergy 

and Infectious Diseases (NIAID).  

It is hypothesized that the organ dose conversion coefficient data for children differ 

quantitatively from adults, but will follow trends as driven by the human anatomy. For instance, 

because in general most organs are located towards the front of the body, radiation coming from 

the anterior-posterior (AP) direction would yield the highest coefficients. Also, because children 

are thought to be more radiosensitive than adults, it is predicted that the DCC values will be 

higher than that of the adult counterpart organs.  
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Chapter I – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A common technique for calculating organ dose conversion coefficients is by coupling 

computational phantoms with a Monte Carlo radiation transport code.  

Computational Phantoms 

The first generation of human anatomical computational models are known as “stylized” 

phantoms, which incorporate mathematical equations such as that of a sphere or cylinder to 

model organs and body contour. Among the first stylized phantoms developed was a reference 

adult hermaphrodite created by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the 1960s (Center for 

Radiation Protection Knowledge - ORNL). The creation of this phantom addressed an ongoing 

issue in the dosimetry community that current models at the time did not account for cross-

irradiation of tissues. This phantom was eventually adopted by the Medical Internal Radiation 

Dose (MIRD) committee for medical uses in nuclear medicine. The phantom was later succeeded 

by a library of stylized pediatric phantoms as well as age and gender specific adult stylized 

phantoms (Center for Radiation Protection Knowledge - ORNL).   

Stylized models are easy to work with and offer flexibility in terms of changing shapes 

non-uniformly. However, they are not anatomically realistic. The second generation of models, 

voxel (short for volume pixels) phantoms, is made from computed tomography (CT) or magnetic 

resonance (MR) images of various human subjects. These images are then created into phantoms 

using three dimensional volume pixels (Bolch et al, 2010). Voxel phantoms provide much 

greater anatomical realism as compared to stylized phantoms. The downside to voxel phantoms 

is that they lose the flexibility that stylized phantoms offer. Changing body contours or organ 

shapes non-uniformly is difficult to impossible with voxel phantoms. The newest generation of 
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phantoms is known as “hybrid” and combines the positive quantities of the previous generations. 

Hybrid phantoms maintain the superior anatomical realism of voxel phantoms, while maintaining 

the flexibility that stylized phantoms offer (Bolch et al, 2010).   

In 2009, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) published 

reference voxel phantoms for the adult male and female (ICRP Publication 110 (2009)), and 

recently has adopted a series of pediatric hybrid phantoms in voxel form developed at the 

University of Florida (UF) and National Cancer Institute (NCI) (UF/NCI) as pediatric references 

(Figure 1). The ICRP publication for the reference pediatric phantoms is currently in the works. 

There are ten phantoms in this series: newborn, 1-year, 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year old male 

and female. From newborn to 10-year phantoms, the male and female phantoms are almost 

equivalent with the exception of gender-specific organs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: UF/NCI Pediatric Reference Phantoms. This phantom library consisting of newborn, 1-

year, 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year old male and female phantoms has been adopted by ICRP. 
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Parameters 

In this project, a DCC value was calculated for every combination of the ten phantoms, 

28 organs, 33 mono-energetic photon energies and six irradiation geometries (for a total of 

55,440 coefficients). Additionally, values were calculated for the active bone marrow (i.e. red 

bone marrow), involving 36 skeletal sites, and 25 energy bins.   

Table 1 lists the 28 organs analyzed in the project. The organs range from relatively small 

(e.g. lens of the eye) to relatively large (e.g. lungs and brain). The lens of the eye is the only 

organ stylized in the phantom. Because of the nature of voxels, accurate curvature was not able 

to be portrayed in the phantom. Gender-specific organs such as the ovaries or testes are also 

included.   

Table 1: List of Organs. Dose conversion coefficients were calculated and tabulated for these 28 

organs. They range from relatively small (e.g. lens) to relatively large organs (e.g. brain). 

 

Adrenals Kidney Oral Mucosa Spleen 

Brain Lens Ovaries (Female) Stomach Wall 

Breasts Liver Pancreas Testes (Male) 

Colon Lungs Prostate (Male) Thymus 

Extrathoracics Lymph Nodes Salivary Glands Thyroid 

Gall Bladder Wall Muscle Small Intestine Wall Urinary Bladder Wall 

Heart Wall Esophagus Skin Uterus (Female) 

 

Table 2 lists all 33 mono-energetic photon source energies utilized. The energies are 

mostly round values, but energies for more common radionuclides released in a radiological 

incident, such as oxygen-15, oxygen-16, cobalt-60, and cesium-137, are also included. 
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Table 2: Source Energies Used (MeV). The 33 mono-energetic photon energies used for 

tabulation of the dose conversion coefficients. Energies for common radionuclides such as Co-

60, O-16, and Cs-137 are included. 

 

0.01 0.2 1.5 

0.015 0.3 2.0 

0.02 0.4 3.0 

0.03 0.5 4.0 

0.04 0.511 5.0 

0.05 0.6 6.0 

0.06 0.662 6.129 

0.07 0.8 8.0 

0.08 1.0 10.0 

0.1 1.117 15.0 

0.15 1.33 20.0 

 

Conversion coefficients for the red bone marrow were also calculated. For this task, dose 

response functions were utilized with 36 bone sites (Table 3) as well as 25 energy bins (due to 

photon scattering within the spongiosa)  (Table 4) to tabulate these values. A more detailed 

description of dose response functions and the calculating of organ dose conversion coefficients 

for the red bone marrow will be presented in the next section. 

Table 3: Bone Sites. These 36 bone sites were incorporated into the calculation and tabulation of 

active marrow dose coefficients. Note: CV = Cervical Vertebra TV = Thoracic Vertebra, LV = 

Lumbar Vertebra, D = Distal, US = Upper Shaft, LS = Lower Shaft, P = Proximal, S = Shaft 

 
Cranium Mandible Scapulae Clavicles Sternum Ribs CV TV LV 

Sacrum Os Coxae Femora-P Femora US 
Femora 

LS 

Femora

ULS 

Femora

D 
Tibiae P Tibiae S 

Tibiae 

D 
Fibulae P Fibulae-S Fibulae D Patellae 

Ankle+

Feet 

Humera

P 

Humera

US 

Humera

LS 

Humera

ULS 
Humera D Radii-P Radii-S Radii D 

Ulnae 

P 
Ulnae S Ulnae D Hands 
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Table 4: Bone Marrow Energy Bins. 25 energy bins are established to account for photon 

scattering energies.   

 

0.01 0.05 0.2 0.8 4.0 

0.015 0.06 0.3 1.0 5.0 

0.02 0.08 0.4 1.5 6.0 

0.03 0.1 0.5 2.0 8.0 

0.04 0.15 0.6 3.0 10.0 

 

 

Six irradiation geometries relevant to a radiological accident were incorporated in the 

MCNPX runs: anterior-posterior (AP) (front to back), posterior-anterior (PA) (back to front), left 

and right lateral (LLAT, RLAT) (from the sides), isotropic (ISO) (isotropic distribution), and 

rotational (ROT) (rotating parametric field). Figure 2 offers a pictorial representation of these 

irradiation geometries.  

 
Figure 2: Pictorial Representation of Irradiation Geometries. Source: ICRP 116 

 

Monte Carlo Code 

 

For this project, organ dose conversion coefficients were tabulated using Monte Carlo N-

particle (eXtended), MCNPX code (Pelowitz, 2011). Monte Carlo codes, which can be used for 

photon, neutron, electron and other particle type transport, are often used in disciplines such as 
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radiation protection and shielding, medical physics, and nuclear criticality safety (Los Alamos 

National Laboratory).  

They are especially helpful in dealing with stochastic events, such as photon interactions. 

In this project, the code simulates a single photon and its interactions with the human organ in 

question and “follows” the photon throughout its lifetime.  

A total of 1,980 input decks (to account for every phantom, direction and energy) were 

run on an 8-core server. Each input deck incorporated each organ and bone site. 10,000,000 

particle histories were used for the AP, PA, and lateral directions, while 100,000,000 particle 

histories were used for the rotational and isotropic directions to maintain similar statistical errors. 

The phantom measurement parameters are found in Table 5. 

Table 5: Phantom Resolution, Array and Matrix sizes. These are the parameters of each of the 

phantoms that were incorporated into the Monte Carlo lattice files. 

Phantom 
Resolution (cm) Array Size Matrix Size 

(Million) X Y Z X Y Z 

00 M/F 0.0663 0.0663 0.0663 350 216 720 54.2 

01 M/F 0.0663 0.0663 0.1400 396 253 550 55.1 

05 M/F 0.0850 0.0850 0.1928 424 235 576 57.4 

10 M/F 0.0990 0.0990 0.2425 432 226 580 56.6 

15 F 0.1200 0.1200 0.2828 408 242 574 56.7 

15 M 0.1250 0.1250 0.2832 416 230 590 56.5 

 

MCNPX provides for several different output options for various particle types which are 

called “tallies.” Tally units include current, flux, and energy deposition. In this project, energy 

deposition is of interest. For each MCNPX run, a *F8 tally was utilized which outputs organ 

energy absorption in MeV. The *F8 tally is more accurate than the kerma approximation, F6 

tally, that was utilized for organ dose conversion coefficients by the ICRP up to ICRP 74. The 

source of the *F8 tally’s greater accuracy over the F6 tally is the *F8 tally’s superior ability to 
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track secondary electrons. In the kerma approximation tally, the assumption is that all the photon 

energy is deposited in the entire organ and as a result, the simulator stops following the particle 

without considering escaping secondary electrons. The deviation becomes clear especially in 

higher photon energies (10 MeV and above) where the *F8 tally shows a drop-off in organ dose 

conversion coefficient due to the escaping secondary electrons, whereas the F6 tally yields a 

steady trend. This effect is also more pronounced in smaller organs where the secondary 

electrons have a greater probability of escaping. Therefore, not only have the phantoms become 

more realistic since ICRP 74, but the MCNPX tallies have become more accurate as well. The 

drawback of greater accuracy is increased simulation time. The total processing time for the *F8 

input decks was about one month. Had the input decks utilized the F6 kerma approximation tally, 

the process may have only taken one or two weeks.  

Calculation of Dose Conversion Coefficients 

 

The DCC is defined as absorbed dose (mGy) divided by kerma (mGy) (Equation 1).  

𝐷𝐶𝐶 (
𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐴𝐷
𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐾

) =
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑚𝐺𝑦)

𝐾𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎 (𝑚𝐺𝑦)
 (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1) 

The output energy from the MCNPX input decks was first converted to joules (1 MeV = 

1.6021765 x 10
-13

 J). The value was then divided by the mass of the organ in question and to 

obtain absorbed dose in mGy (Equation 2).  

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐴𝐷) =
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝑀𝑒𝑉) ∗ 1.602𝑒 − 13

𝐽
𝑀𝑒𝑉

𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑔)
(𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2) 

To obtain kerma, a fluence-to-kerma coefficient was used. These values, as a function of 

photon energy, were obtained from ICRP 74 (Figure 3). A reproduced table is located in 
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Appendix A. Values that were not tabulated in the publication were interpolated from the Figure 

3 and verified to be within 5% of the coefficients derived from data in ICRP 116.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Graphical Depiction of Fluence-to-Kerma Coefficients from ICRP 74 

 

From Figure 3, two functions were derived to model the fluence to kerma conversion 

coefficients, shown in Figures 4 and 5.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Fluence to Kerma Conversion Coefficients from 0.01 to 0.06 MeV 
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Figure 5: Fluence to Kerma Conversion Coefficients from 0.06 to 10 MeV 

 

The exceptions were for the 0.07, 15, and 20 MeV photons. For the 0.07 MeV photons, 

the fluence-to-kerma coefficient was linearly interpolated between 0.06 and 0.08 MeV. For the 

15 and 20 MeV, the coefficients were linearly extrapolated from 8 and 10 MeV. These values 

were calculated differently to match the kerma coefficients calculated from data obtained in 

ICRP 116 within the same statistically five percent differences.   

Final DCC values were calculated using Equation 5. Area was obtained by multiplying 

the length and width of the phantom parameters.  

𝐷𝐶𝐶 (
𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐴𝐷
𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐾

) =
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝐾𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎
=

(

 
 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 (𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐴𝐷)

𝐹𝐾𝐶 (𝑝𝐺𝑦𝐾 ∗ 𝑐𝑚2) ∗ 1
𝑚𝐺𝑦𝐾

1𝑒9 𝑝𝐺𝑦𝐾

∗ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑐𝑚2)

)

 
 

 

(𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 5)  
 

The results from the 1,980 input decks were then tabulated using a MATLAB 

(MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA) post-processor which extracted the output energy deposition for 

y = 0.0005x5 - 0.0163x4 + 0.2027x3 - 1.2258x2 + 5.6318x - 0.1595 
(Equation 4) 
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all the parameter combinations and exported them to a separate text file. The same post-

processor performed a similar task for the bone marrow outputs.  A separate MATLAB and 

Excel combination post-processor was made to determine, tabulate, and graph the organ dose 

conversion coefficients in an automated fashion.  

Due to the complexity of tissue regions in the human skeleton, dose conversion 

coefficients to the bone marrow regions of the body cannot be calculated with the same means as 

the coefficients to the organs. Instead, absorbed dose must be calculated utilizing a more 

advanced function relating the absorbed dose in the skeletal region to photon fluence. In the 

1980s, Keith Eckerman of Oak Ridge National Lab developed dose response functions (DRFs), 

which essentially serves as fluence to dose conversion factors (Eckerman, 1985). Since then, 

many improvements have been made, most recently at the University of Florida which published 

a set of dose response function values for adult phantoms, as well as the pediatric phantom 

(gender independent) ages used in this project (Johnson et al, 2011). The presence of the dose 

response functions allowed for the taking of the fluence, (F4 tally – photons/cm
2
) obtained to all 

of bone regions for every MCNPX input deck and conversion to dose. 

There are several target regions in the human skeletal system, but two major ones are the 

active marrow (AM) and the shallow marrow (SM). The active marrow is the surrogate tissue for 

the red bone marrow (hematopoietic) cells which is associated with leukemia risk. The shallow 

marrow is the surrogate tissue for the osteoprogenitor cells (Pafundi et al (2010)). ICRP 116 has 

only documented coefficients for the AM region and thus will be the sole focus in this project 

with regard to the bone marrow.  
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Each MCNPX input deck contained a F4 tally for each of the 36 bone sites (Table 3) and 

each of the 25 energies bins (Table 4) for a total of 900 tally values. Each tally was then 

multiplied by its corresponding dose response function (Gy-m
2
). The tallies for each bone site 

over the course of the 25 energies were then summed to give a single number for the total 

absorbed dose in the particular bone site. Then each of the 36 total absorbed dose values was 

multiplied by the bone site’s corresponding fractional distribution. The fractional distribution 

values are normalized to one, and therefore the summation of each product gave a final absorbed 

dose to the entire bone marrow. To obtain the organ dose conversion coefficient the dose was 

then multiplied by area and divided by the source energy fluence-to-kerma conversion 

coefficient, very similar to the process used to calculate organ dose conversion coefficients for 

the organs. The entire process for a single phantom, single direction and single source energy is 

shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Flowchart of Calculation of Bone Marrow DCC 

Product of each photon fluence output 

tally by respective dose response 
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36 => 1 
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Chapter II – SELECT RESULTS 

 

The final result is a pediatric duplication of ICRP 116’s tables of dose conversion 

coefficients for all parameter combinations. Figure 7 shows an example for a 10-year old male, 

small-intestinal wall. The various photon energies go up and down while the six irradiation 

geometries go from side to side. Full results, including all tables and several figures are available 

electronically.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Sample Table of Data (10-year old Male, Small Intestinal Wall). Energies go up and 

down while irradiation geometries go from side-to-side.  

 

The same data from Figure 7 for four of the irradiation geometries can be seen 

graphically, in Figures 8a-d. From these graphs, values and trends can benchmarked with trends 

of the human anatomy. For example, the anterior-posterior direction yields the highest 

coefficient value of any of the directions (around 1.6 mGy/mGy) (Figure 8a). The highest 

coefficient being in the AP direction makes sense as the small intestinal wall, like most organs in 
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the body is concentrated towards the front. Therefore, radiation coming from the exposed 

individual’s front would generally yield the highest organ doses. Next, the small intestine is 

centralized towards the center of the body and therefore it is expected that the right and left 

lateral directions yield similar coefficient patterns and indeed that is what occurs (Figure 8c-d).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8a: 10 year-old Male SI Wall Data (AP) Figure 8b: 10 year-old Male SI Wall Data (PA) 

Figure 8c: 10 year-old Male SI Wall Data 

(RLAT) 
Figure 8d: 10 year-old Male SI Wall Data 

(LLAT) 
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 The general shapes of the graph can be justified by examining the photon interactions 

within the organ tissues at various energies. At energies higher than 0.01 MeV, there is an 

increase in the Compton scattering cross section at the expense of a decreasing photoelectric 

effect cross section leading to higher doses. The peak coefficients are generally found between 

0.06 and 0.1 MeV, photon energies that yield the highest amount of large-scattering angles. It is 

important to note that at energies below 10 MeV, the effect of pair production is insignificant 

(ICRP 74). As mentioned, at very high energies (> 10 MeV), secondary electrons escape the 

organ tissue and therefore the coefficient plateaus and decreases.  

Age-Dependency 

The tabulation of dose conversion coefficients also allows for a comparison of organ dose 

with respect to age. Figures 9a and 9b portray the age-dependency for organ dose conversion 

coefficient for a male and female brain. It is seen that as the child gets older, the conversion 

coefficient – and hence the organ dose to the brain – decreases. This trend is not surprising; as 

children get older their heads get bigger and therefore have more shielding from any radiation 

exposure.  

Next, it is also seen that as the child gets older, the rate of decrease in the coefficient and 

organ dose also gets lower. Again, this trend is not unexpected as the child’s growth rate is much 

more pronounced at earlier ages.  
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Figure 9a: Age-dependent Graph for Male Brain (AP) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9b: Age-dependent Graph for Female Brain (AP) 
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Irradiation Geometry-Dependency 

 Irradiation geometry can also have a large effect on organ dose.  As noted in Figure 8a-d, 

the AP direction tends to yield the highest coefficients. Direction dependence for two organs, the 

liver and the stomach for a 5-year old female, are shown in Figures 10a and 10b respectively.  

The liver is located towards the right side of the human body and therefore it is expected, 

and seen, that the right lateral direction yields much higher organ dose conversion coefficients 

than the left lateral direction. Alternatively, the stomach, located on the left side of the body, 

shows the opposite trend. Additionally, it is seen that the AP direction once again yields the 

highest coefficients due to the fact that both organs are concentrated towards the front of the 

body.  

 

 

Figure 10a: Irradiation Geometry-Dependence Graph, 5-year old Female Liver 

Irradiation Geometry-Dependence – Liver – 05f 
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Figure 10b: Irradiation Geometry-Dependence Graph, 5 year-old Female Stomach 

 

Comparison with Adult DCC Values in ICRP 116 

 

It was hypothesized that for each of the organs, the pediatric DCC values would be higher 

than their adult counterpart organs. However, it was found that this trend was not always the 

case. Tables 6 and 7 compare the 10-year old male small intestinal wall and 1-year old female 

gall bladder wall, respectively, with adult values for the same organs from ICRP 116.  

For the small intestinal wall (Table 6), it is found that the DCC values are very 

consistently slightly higher for that of the child compared to the adult. The peak DCC for the 

child comes close to 1.6 mGy/mGy while the highest coefficient found for the adult is 1.5 

mGy/mGy, both found between photon energies of 0.08 and 0.1 MeV. In this case, use of adult 

values would underestimate the dose to the child in a radiological incident. On the other hand, 

for the 1-year old female thymus (Table 7) the opposite trend is found – the DCC values for the 

Irradiation Geometry-Dependence – Stomach – 05f 
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1-year old are consistently lower than that of the adult thymus and hence use of adult values 

would overestimate the dose to the child.  

In terms of body-shielding, some organs do not obtain much more shielding as a person 

gets older. It was determined that in addition to body shielding through fat or muscle, organ size 

is an important factor as well in determining dose. Organs with smaller surface area and volumes 

do not absorb as much radiation as larger ones.  

These discrepancies highlight the need for a library of DCC values for children. Certain 

organs show relatively similar values or magnitude of differences between the irradiation-

geometries, but others show higher or even opposite discrepancies in DCC values in other 

directions, such as the lateral ones. For instance, the 10-year old male small intestinal wall shows 

the relatively same magnitude of difference with the adult DCCs. An example is shown in Table 

8 for the PA direction. In the case of the 1-year old thymus, the RLAT DCCs for the child are 

consistently higher than that of the adult thymus (Table 9).  In this case, the trend is reversed 

from the AP direction.  
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Table 6: Comparison of SI Wall (AP) DCC Values in Children and Adults 

Energy (MeV) SI Wall DCC (10m-AP) 

(mGy/mGy) 

SI Wall DCC (Adult-AP) 

(mGy/mGy) 

0.01 0.000 2.2e-6 

0.015 0.0054 0.0033 

0.02 0.0638 0.0505 

0.03 0.458 0.368 

0.04 0.940 0.797 

0.05 1.329 1.16 

0.06 1.518 1.40 

0.07 1.533 1.47 

0.08 1.574 1.51 

0.1 1.580 1.45 

0.15 1.326 1.28 

0.2 1.230 1.19 

0.3 1.153 1.10 

0.4 1.110 1.07 

0.5 1.085 1.04 

0.511 1.087 1.04 

0.6 1.072 1.03 

0.662 1.073 1.02 

0.8 1.053 1.01 

1.0 1.043 0.999 

1.17 1.039 0.997 

1.33 1.039 0.994 

1.5 1.032 0.996 

2.0 1.029 0.997 

3.0 1.019 0.999 

4.0 1.019 0.997 

5.0 1.011 0.991 

6.0 1.008 0.989 

6.129 1.018 0.985 

8.0 0.987 0.972 

10.0 0.958 0.951 

15.0 0.874 0.871 

20.0 0. 771 0.786 
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Table 7: Comparison of Thymus (AP) DCC Values in Children and Adults 

Energy (MeV) Thymus DCC  

(01f –AP ) (mGy/mGy) 

Thymus DCC (Adult – AP) 

(mGy/mGy) 

0.01 0.00 5.40E-04 

0.015 0.00 0.0367 

0.02 0.05 0.187 

0.03 0.42 0.662 

0.04 0.85 1.12 

0.05 1.15 1.47 

0.06 1.30 1.68 

0.07 1.32 1.78 

0.08 1.34 1.75 

0.1 1.29 1.71 

0.15 1.21 1.54 

0.2 1.14 1.45 

0.3 1.10 1.33 

0.4 1.06 1.27 

0.5 1.03 1.23 

0.511 1.03 1.23 

0.6 1.03 1.2 

0.662 1.03 1.19 

0.8 1.02 1.17 

1.0 1.01 1.14 

1.17 1.02 1.14 

1.33 1.00 1.13 

1.5 1.00 1.13 

2.0 1.01 1.11 

3.0 1.03 1.08 

4.0 1.03 1.06 

5.0 1.00 1.05 

6.0 1.03 1.02 

6.129 0.99 1.02 

8.0 1.02 0.952 

10.0 0.98 0.854 

15.0 0.85 0.631 

20.0 0.73 0.497 
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Table 8: Comparison of SI Wall (PA) DCC Values in Children and Adults 

Energy (MeV) SI Wall DCC (10m - PA) 

(mGy/mGy) 

SI Wall DCC (Adult - PA) 

(mGy/mGy) 

0.01 0.000 0.000 

0.015 0.000 2.4e-6 

0.02 0.002 0.010 

0.03 0.080 0.0546 

0.04 0.321 0.240 

0.05 0.588 0.482 

0.06 0.785 0.680 

0.07 0.863 0.815 

0.08 0.924 0.869 

0.1 0.922 0.888 

0.15 0.852 0.843 

0.2 0.814 0.812 

0.3 0.794 0.786 

0.4 0.798 0.788 

0.5 0.802 0.793 

0.511 0.800 0.793 

0.6 0.809 0.800 

0.662 0.817 0.803 

0.8 0.822 0.810 

1.0 0.833 0.820 

1.17 0.847 0.824 

1.33 0.848 0.835 

1.5 0.858 0.846 

2.0 0.885 0.864 

3.0 0.902 0.885 

4.0 0.923 0.895 

5.0 0.926 0.902 

6.0 0.933 0.902 

6.129 0.932 0.901 

8.0 0.914 0.898 

10.0 0.918 0.886 

15.0 0.922 0.874 

20.0 0.923 0.861 
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Table 9: Comparison of Thymus (RLAT) DCC Values in Children and Adults 

Energy (MeV) Thymus DCC  

(01f - RLAT) (mGy/mGy) 

Thymus DCC (Adult – RLAT) 

(mGy/mGy) 

0.01 0.000 0.000 

0.015 0.000 0.000 

0.02 0.008 0.000 

0.03 0.157 0.019 

0.04 0.442 0.093 

0.05 0.625 0.193 

0.06 0.818 0.272 

0.07 0.862 0.333 

0.08 0.862 0.358 

0.1 0.844 0.371 

0.15 0.815 0.368 

0.2 0.808 0.375 

0.3 0.786 0.397 

0.4 0.811 0.418 

0.5 0.807 0.436 

0.511 0.794 0.439 

0.6 0.809 0.456 

0.662 0.815 0.467 

0.8 0.802 0.491 

1.0 0.803 0.524 

1.17 0.830 0.539 

1.33 0.836 0.568 

1.5 0.835 0.584 

2.0 0.869 0.632 

3.0 0.884 0.701 

4.0 0.900 0.741 

5.0 0.922 0.765 

6.0 0.900 0.779 

6.129 0.910 0.781 

8.0 0.945 0.791 

10.0 0.935 0.797 

15.0 0.902 0.799 

20.0 0.875 0.793 
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Chapter III – DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

A comprehensive list of organ dose conversion coefficients (mGy/mGy) has been 

compiled based on the latest reference pediatric hybrid phantoms adopted by ICRP. The list 

contains coefficients for 28 organs at 33 mono-energies between 0.01 and 20 MeV in six 

different irradiation geometries: AP, PA, LLAT, RLAT, ISO, and ROT. In addition, red bone 

marrow coefficients were also calculated using 36 bone sites and 25 energy bins. It was found 

that the coefficient patterns for various organs, age-dependency, and irradiation geometry-

dependency were consistent with that of the human anatomy. However, the hypothesis that the 

pediatric organ dose conversion coefficients would be consistently higher than the coefficients of 

their adult counterpart organs was incorrect as there were several cases (i.e. 1-year old female 

thymus in the AP direction) in which the pediatric values were generally lower than the adult 

values, depending on organ and irradiation geometry. 

With the tabulation of organ dose conversion coefficient data for pediatric reference 

computational reference phantoms in external photon fields, a large step has been taken to close 

the gap in pediatric organ dose conversion coefficient literature.  

Tabulation of pediatric data is especially important because of the coefficient differences 

between children and adults. As seen in the results section, there can be discrepancies between 

the pediatric and adult conversion coefficient values, especially in the lateral directions. Because 

only the adult conversion coefficient values have been published, the use of these values for 

children in the event of a radiological release could generally underestimate (i.e. 10-year old 

male small intestinal wall in the AP irradiation geometry) or in some cases, overestimate dose 

(i.e. 1-year old female thymus in the AP irradiation geometry).  
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More accurate dose assessment has great benefits in many areas, for example in fields 

such as, but not limited to, emergency response, clinical settings and epidemiology.  

In the event of a radiological release which requires a triage, more accurate dose 

assessments will allow for more efficient and accurate separation. Currently, with only adult 

organ dose conversion coefficients available, children may not be placed in the correct triage 

category.  

In a clinical setting, physicians can predict with greater confidence the potentiality of any 

future health outcomes, or lack thereof, to their patients who have been exposed to radiation. 

These more accurate predictions allow for the doctor and patients to prepare possible treatment 

down the line. 

Finally, in epidemiology, particularly radiation epidemiology, more accurate dose 

assessment is crucial to accurately assessing relative risks or associations between radiation dose 

and late-effect health outcomes, particularly cancer.  

Future Work 

The tabulation of organ dose conversion coefficients could be extended to other radiation 

particles besides photon. There are several radiation particle types that can be potentially 

released in a radiological accident in which coefficients were also tabulated in ICRP 116: 

neutrons, electrons, alpha particles, protons, positrons, and both negative and positive muons and 

pions. Additionally, the shallow marrow dose coefficients can also be calculated, which were not 

tabulated in ICRP 116.   

Benchmarking is an important step in validating the data obtained in this project. First, 

uses of other Monte Carlo-based code will be utilized to more precisely determine the 
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coefficients. Eventually, these coefficients can also be bench marked experimentally with 

physical phantoms. Currently, REB/DCEG/NCI has purchased an adult physical phantom, with 

the potentiality for obtaining pediatric ones in the future.  

This project involves calculation of dose conversion coefficients for reference pediatric 

phantoms. Of course, the population in society has BMI distributions above and below the 

reference populations. NCI and UF have developed a library of 351 non-reference adult and 

pediatric phantoms based on CDC’s NHANES survey data of the BMI distribution of the United 

States population (Figure 11) (Geyer et al (2014)). Organ dose conversion coefficients could then 

be tabulated for all these phantoms as well.  

 

Figure 11: Sample phantoms from the non-reference phantom library generated by UF/NCI. 

Figure obtained from Dr. Choonsik Lee. 

 

Finally, NCI and St. Jude are currently developing a graphic user interface (GUI) 

program to eventually be released for public use. This program will allow users to choose their 

parameters to determine any potential dose to an organ given a radiological release.   
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Special Addendum 

 

A complete list of tables and corresponding graphs are available electronically at: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/79kqvfbascgu9fq/AAByAzyG-f8DgBEfl0S_Ce28a?dl=0 

 

  

Table A1: Fluence-to-Kerma Coefficients (adapted from ICRP 74) 

Photon Energy (MeV) Fluence per Kerma Coefficient (pGy-cm
2
) 

0.01 7.43 

0.015 3.12 

0.02 1.68 

0.03 0.721 

0.04 0.429 

0.05 0.323 

0.06 0.289 

0.08 0.307 

0.1 0.371 

0.15 0.599 

0.2 0.856 

0.3 1.38 

0.4 1.89 

0.5 2.38 

0.6 2.84 

0.8 3.69 

1 4.47 

1.5 6.14 

2 7.55 

3 9.96 

4 12.1 

5 14.1 

6 16.1 

8 20.1 

10 24.0 

 


